
 

Dear Parents,  
Greetings from PUNA International
It’s a proud moment for us that we successfully completed our First term with the mutual support  of  each  
other. Now, gear up for second Term 2020
 Please  follow the current timetable from 23
 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month will be holiday.

 

Time- Table  

 The classes allotted are temporary.

 The same login ID and Password can be used every day for your Grade.

 We all understand that technical issues are a part whenever we 

there is any technical glitch. 

 Note that the syllabus covered in online classes will be thoroughly done but still whenever the 

reopens, the teachers would be doing quick recapitulation of few important topics

Regards, 

Principal 

PIS, Zundal  

Timings Mon Tue

9:00 to 9:40 Hindi English

10:00 to 10:40 EVS Maths

Sr. No Subject 

1 English 

2 Math  

3 EVS 

4 Hindi  

5 Computer 

6 G K 

Grade -1  Diamond 

PUNA International School, 
successfully completed our First term with the mutual support  of  each  

Term 2020-21.  
ow the current timetable from 23-9-20 . 
Saturday of the month will be holiday. 

 

The classes allotted are temporary. 

The same login ID and Password can be used every day for your Grade. 

We all understand that technical issues are a part whenever we use any application. Kindly cooperate if 

 

Note that the syllabus covered in online classes will be thoroughly done but still whenever the 

the teachers would be doing quick recapitulation of few important topics

Tue Wed Thu Fri

English Hindi English G.K

Maths EVS Maths Computer

Teacher Login ID 

Dharna ma’am 550-843-0589 

Priyamvada ma’am 267-685-0358 

Jaya ma’am 762-870-692 

Sarika ma’am 812-882-5693 

Jaya ma’am 762-870-692 

Sarika ma’am 812-882-5693 

Date: 22nd  Sep, 2020 
PIS, Zundal  

successfully completed our First term with the mutual support  of  each  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

use any application. Kindly cooperate if 

Note that the syllabus covered in online classes will be thoroughly done but still whenever the school 

the teachers would be doing quick recapitulation of few important topics. 

Fri Sat 

G.K English 

Computer Maths 

Password 
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